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Abstract 
This review explores the synthesis of inorganic metallic-based nanoparticles 

(MBNPs) (metals, alloys, metal oxides) using biological and biologically inspired 

nanoreactors for precipitation/crystallisation. Such nanoparticles exhibit a range of 

nanoscale properties such as surface plasmon resonance (nobel metals e.g. Au) 

fluorescence (semiconductor quantum dots e.g. CdSe) and nanomagnetism (magnetic 

alloys e.g. CoPt and iron oxides e.g. magnetite), which are currently the subject of 

intensive research for their applicability in diagnostic and therapeutic nanomedicine. 

For such applications, MBNPs are required to be biocompatible, of a precise size and 

shape for a consistent signal or output and be easily modified with biomolecules for 

applications. Ideally the MBNPs would be obtained via an environmentally-friendly 

synthetic route. A biological or biologically inspired nanoreactor synthesis of MBNPs 

is shown to address these issues. Biological nanoreactors for crystallizing MBNPs 

within cells (magnetosomes), protein cages (ferritin) and virus capsids (cowpea 

chlorotic mottle, cowpea mosaic and tobacco mosaic viruses), are discussed along 

with how these have been modified for applications and for generation of new 

materials. Biomimetic liposome, polymersome and even designed self-assembled 

proteinosome nanoreactors are also reviewed for MBNP crystallisation and further 

modification for applications. With the advent of synthetic biology, the research and 

understanding in this field is growing, with the goal of realising nanoreactor synthesis 

of MBNPs for biomedical applications within our grasp in the near future. 
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Introduction 

Applications of metallic-based nanoparticles (MBNPs) 

The field of metallic-based (metals, alloys and metal oxides) nanoparticles (MBNPs) 

is becoming ever more prominent due to the emergence of numerous applications 

across a wide variety of disciplines and fields. Perhaps the most prominent 

application, outlined in many recent nanoparticle and nanoreactor publications, is in 

the field of biomedicine. MBNPs display a range of useful nanoproperty 

characteristics; namely nanomagnetism for magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), 

fluorescence for semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) and increased photon scattering 

and absorbance due to surface plasmon resonance (SPR) for nanoparticles (NPs) of 

nobel metals. These characteristics are extremely applicable in the field of 

biomedicine. For example the incorporation of magnetism into a NP designed for 

drug delivery allows this to be magnetically directed to the site, making it a targeted 

therapy, which would then require lower dosage and reduce toxicity to the rest of the 

body. Furthermore, such magnetic character can open up the possibility of further 

application as a diagnostic agent. MNPs are excellent diagnostic tools in magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI), as the interaction of their local field with the MRI 

magnetic field can significantly enhance contrast in vivo. This is achieved by the 

MNP having a shorter T2 (spin-spin) relaxation time relative to the surrounding tissue, 

hence improving contrast between MNP tagged and untagged cells.1, 2 The effect on 

relaxation time can be controlled by control of the MNP size, which in turn also 

controls magnetic properties, as more magnetic material will have increased T2 

relaxation rates and thus provide greater contrast.2 Similarly, magnetic particle 

imaging (MPI) maps the position in vivo of magnetic tracer particles.3 Using this 

technique it is possible to image these tracer particles with an acquisition time of < 

0.1 s.3 Although as yet un-optimised, MPI is expected to be a more cost effective 

alternative to current techniques such as MRI.3 MNPs can also be utilised for 

magnetic hyperthermia therapy which relies on an alternating magnetic field, which 

switches the individual spins (for larger single-domain MNPs) or physically flips the 

whole particle (for smaller superparamagnetic MNPs). This internal or external 

magnetic switching can induce heating which is transferred to the surrounding area, 

damaging or killing the diseased tissue.4-6 There are thus two different mechanisms 

for heating that is highly dependent on the magnetic nanoparticle size, but within each 
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regime the heating is dependent on the magnetic saturation and coercivity of the 

MNPs as well as the alternating field frequency.  In the case of superparamagnetic NP 

which can physically rotate in the field, the interaction of the MNP’s with the 

surrounding tissue can induce heating as the result of friction.  Surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) is exhibited by nobel metal NPs and can have similar potential in 

medical diagnostics and therapeutics. Although most commonly observed in gold or 

silver NPs any metal or alloy which has a large negative real dielectric constant can 

be tuned to display an SPR. The SPR effect is induced by irradiation with light. This 

irradiation causes  conduction electrons driven by the electric field to oscillate at a 

specific resonant frequency which is dependent on the particle composition, size and 

structure. Similarly to MNPs, NPs with SPR characteristics can be used in heat 

dissipation, due to the conversion of photon energy to phonon (lattice vibrational) 

energy when exposed to light at a specific wavelength. The heat created by this 

conversion can then dissipate into surrounding tissues in vivo in a process analogous 

to magnetic hyperthemia treatment. Furthermore by controlling the nanoparticle 

structure and shape (i.e.  rod, shell, particle) this plasmonic effect can be tuned to be 

visible in the near infared, making it a valuable biosensor for binding kinetics or to 

enhance contrast in techniques such as optical coherence tomography, used in non-

invasive biopsies.7, 8 Size tuneable photoluminesence is also achievable with quantum 

dots (QDs). QDs are semiconductor NPs whose excitations are in three spatial 

dimensions. This unique characteristic offers properties which again have the 

potential to vastly improve biosensing and imaging in medicine. QDs have an 

extremely broad absorption and narrow emission band which is tuneable with QD 

size. This means they offer superior fluorescence, lifetime and resistance to bleaching 

when compared to more conventional fluorescent biomarkers such as green 

fluorescent protein, and have proven to be successfully funtionalised, by conjugation 

to biological moieties. QDs are perceived to be inherently toxic due to their 

composition, which generally includes heavy metals such as Cadmium. However 

work is ongoing to move away from these issues by investigating less toxic materials 

for QDs and using new synthesis methods discussed in this review to lessen toxic 

effects so their bioimaging potential can be realised.9, 10 All of these applications 

particularly those in vivo demand strict control with respect to the particle properties 

and thus the composition, size and shape but in many cases this can be hard to achieve 

using conventional synthetic routes,  often involving extreme reaction conditions and 
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toxic reagents. Much of the work to develop precise MBNPs is being carried out with 

the ultimate goal of realisation in medicine applications.6, 11 Nanocomponents hold 

potential for improvement of drug delivery techniques,12-14 hyperthermic treatment of 

tumours,5, 6 creation of diagnostic toolkits; e.g. MRI contrast agents6, 15, 16 and 

simultaneous diagnostic and therapeutic nanomaterials; termed theranostics.15, 17-19 

This drive for use of MBNPs in biomedical applications dictates a requirement for an 

extremely high level of consistency and reproducibility during MBNP synthesis with 

respect to the NP properties discussed above, not only from particle to particle but 

also from batch to batch. The need for tight constraint is a consequence of utilising 

nanoscale physical properties for in vivo application. Ideally, employing a synthetic 

route that operates at the nanoscale will offer higher levels of nanoscale precision 

over the process.  

 

Synthesis of metallic-based nanoparticles (MBNPs) 
 
The mineralisation of MBNPs occurs when insoluble NPs are precipitated out of 

solution from soluble precursors. This is achieved when metal salts are oxidised (in 

the case of metal oxides) or reduced (in the case on metals, alloys and 

semiconductors). Controlling this process can be challenging due to factors such as 

multiple intermediate phases, unwanted oxidation, side reactions and by-products that 

can all contaminate the final product. Furthermore, crystallisation (nucleation and 

crystal growth) is governed by a complex interplay of both thermodynamic and 

kinetic factors that render the process and thus the resulting particle size and 

morphology of the population, particularly sensitive to reaction conditions. The best 

means of controlling the particle uniformity with respect to size and shape is to ensure 

simultaneous nucleation, via increased temperature and/or initiate an instant burst of 

nucleation by injection of a precursor into the hot reaction solution (hot injection). 

Such methods have been used to synthesis a range of monodispersed QDs20 and 

magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs).21 However, such synthetic routes, involve high 

temperature, toxic precursors and organic solvents, they are economically 

unfavourable, labour intensively and environmentally costly, particularly in a climate 

striving for greener chemical synthetic routes.22 To demonstrate the variation of NP 

products with different synthetic methods, we will consider the mineralisation of the 

iron oxide magnetite. Magnetite is an inverse spinel crystal lattice that contains iron in 
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both ferrous and ferric oxidation states. This balance of oxidation states can easily be 

tipped to favour a range of competing iron oxides produced by subtly changing the 

reaction conditions such as temperature, precursor oxidation states, ratio, cations 

present, atmosphere etc. This can affect changes in the particle properties particularly 

its magnetism, but also the size and shape of the resulting crystal which may be 

critical to certain applications. There are a number magnetite precipitation routes, 

each having their advantages and disadvantages as well as different end crystal 

morphology.23 For example room temperature co-precipitation methods are green, but 

produce small ill -defined particles over a very large size distribution and are liable to 

contain contaminant iron oxides. Further to this, a precipitation method of heating a 

ferrous iron precursor produces larger more uniformed octahedral particles but the 

size distribution is still relatively broad. Contrarily, there are numerous high 

temperature methods which produce particles of defined size and shape but involve 

harsher chemical and physical conditions.21, 23-25 Similar challenges can also be seen 

in the synthesis of the other MBNPs, such as QDs10 and Gadolinium MRI contrast 

agents.26   

Conducting a chemical reaction within a confined space or compartment (termed 

nanoreactors) can alleviate such issues, especially if we consider biological 

nanoreactors.  

 

Compartmentalisation in Nature:  

Synthetic Biology and Biological Nanoreactors 

Compartmentalisation is a natural phenomenon observed throughout nature, with the 

nanoreactor being fundamental to biology. The most obvious example of a 

compartmentalised nanoreactor is the cell or organelle, a term first coined by Mobius, 

which directly refers to the sub-structures and membrane bound biological 

compartments that have been studied for centuries.27 For a cell, reactions within 

segregated compartments are fundamental to its function. The cell is perfectly 

designed specifically to orchestrate a series of cascade reactions, and so is able to 

introduce specific reagents at precise times, with optimum efficiency.28 The multiple 

compartments created by a cell, allow for influx and efflux of cargo across 

membranes into the cells compartments. This drives multiple reactions taking place 

simultaneously keeping a cell operative and essentially “alive”. This process is 
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designed so perfectly that many studies on the use of both naturally occurring and 

synthetic nanoreactors take their inspiration from the processes observed in cells.29-31 

The understanding of these processes are now being exploited by researchers in 

countless disciplines, and as a result we have seen the emergence of both biomimetic 

and bioinspired research. This relatively new, rapidly growing field of research 

exploits aspects of biology by mimicking and engineering them for novel utilisation; 

under the umbrella term “synthetic biology”.  

 

Broadly speaking there are two branches to the field of Synthetic biology: Top-down 

and bottom-up. Top-down is an extension of biotechnology into cellular metabolic 

engineering, which has sought to explain biological observations from a systems 

perspective in order to design and engineer new processes within a living organism. 

This methodology has distinct advantages: the most compelling being that adaption of 

a living organism intrinsically offers the benefits of a living system such as growth 

and regeneration. Furthermore, the products are intrinsically biocompatible (an 

essential property for biomedical application), while the research also serves to further 

our understanding of the mechanisms of these systems and processes in vivo. 

However, there are limitations when one considers the extent to which a process can 

deviate from the natural. i.e. the process must be within the boundaries of what is 

possible within a living cell. 

 

By contrast, the bottom-up methodology has its roots in the fields of bionanoscience 

and protocells. It focuses on the individual building block components and using these 

and mimics thereof to design and build completely new artificial biological systems 

from first principles. Much of the work in the field is based around the design of  

entirely synthetic components such as vesicle compartments and incorporation of 

processes usually only observed in cells into these structures, summarised in the 

reviews by Vriezema and Dzieciol.28, 30 The advantages to this methodology are that it 

allows for complete control over each element in the system and the creation of novel 

materials, far removed from natural products, which not only aids our understanding 

of biological processes ex vivo but also opens up opportunities for broader application 

of such systems. Here the key challenges are in biocompatibility of the products and 

scale-up of the processes.   
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For both disciplines, the engineering of complex systems is based on the principle of 

reuse and mimicry of components, tools and methodologies in a systematic way to 

achieve desired functionality of new (unnatural) systems. The flagship example of 

synthetic biology that defines what has been learnt from the top-down principle and 

subsequently uses the bottom up methodology to build a synthetic cell or protocell, 

which has been extensively explored in multiple other discussions.29, 30, 32, 33 The field 

has been reinforced by pioneering research by those such as Venter et al, responsible 

for the synthetic bacterial cell; which has proved hugely advocatory for synthetic 

biology in the public domain.34   

 

While much of the work in the field of synthetic biology is outside the scope of this 

review, parallels can be drawn between the emergence of synthetic biology and the 

biomimetic routes to mineralisation within biological and bioinspired nanoreactors 

discussed throughout this review. 

 

Nanoreactors for Biomineralisation of Metallic-based Nanoparticles  
 
Performance of a precipitation reaction within a nanoreactor (nanoscale compartment) 

can prove highly beneficial for obtaining the specific properties that can only be 

gained at the nanoscale, where the demand for consistency is heightened.35 MBNP 

mineralisation within a biological or biologically inspired nanoreactor has several key 

benefits: 

1) Heterogeneous nucleation is aided by providing a surface, in this case the 

membrane of the nanoreactor, for metals ions to nucleate on. This means that the 

concentration of metal ions does not need to be at supersaturation levels for 

nucleation to commence. Furthermore the surface of the nanoreactor can be designed 

around the location of nucleation sites to promote specific crystal growth.36-38 Once 

crystal growth is underway, specifically designed active sites or proteins in the 

membrane can interact with the growing crystal to block growth on specific crystal 

faces, thus controlling the particle morphology.37  

2) The overall nanoreactor structure provides a perfect template for NP morphology. 

The nucleation and propagation steps of crystallization occurs within the confinement 

of the nanoreactor boundaries, leading to precise sized and morphologically 

monodisperse populations of particles.39 Furthermore and less obvious, biotemplating 
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can be achieved on the exterior of the structure to form precise mineralised shell 

MBNPs, which will also be briefly reviewed.  

3) The compartment provides control over the form and availability of precursors and 

thus affects the reaction and resulting NPs produced. This is a particularly sensitive 

reaction parameter, with outcomes changing significantly even between different 

forms of compartmentalisation.28 Studies of crystal growth in confined volumes40 and 

substrates41 confirm this hypothesis. The crystallisation of calcium carbonate both in 

picolitre droplets and in an angular wedge showed that for a finite concentration, 

slower crystallisation rates and shorter precipitation time resulted in higher quality 

particles. These studies also show that removal of the confined environment can 

reduce mineral stability. This sentiment is echoed by intravesicular biomineralisation 

study which notes that cells can kinetically stabilise internal growth of minerals.42  

4) Taking a biomimetic approach to the crystallisation of MBNPs inherently requires 

greener environmental conditions, with reactions occurring under ambient conditions 

in aqueous medium. Bulk synthetic reactions performed under these conditions lead to 

poor particle composition, uniformity and quality, however formation within a 

biological nanoreactor results in high quality monodispersed NPs for the reasons 

outlined above, removing the need for harsh solvent or high temperatures.  

5) The biomineralisation of MBNPs in a nanoreactor leads to biocompatible materials 

that are ready for biomedical applications, without an express need for further 

processing. For example, precipitation of magnetite within the vesicle would make it 

responsive in a magnetic field, or compartmentalisation of QD synthesis removes 

toxicity and functionalises a vesicle for fluorescence detection. Additionally, if novel 

therapeutics and targets were required, the biocompatible nanoreactors can easily be 

further functionalized. Furthermore, as well  as templating, the nanoreactors could be 

further functionalised by encapsulating different NPs for multimodal use.43   

Therefore many groups, are working towards the development and improvement of 

nanoreactor design and biomineralisation reactions for in situ precipitation of 

MBNPs. This can be achieved by a number of different approaches. One uses a more 

top-down “biokleptic” approach by adapting nanoreactors found in nature, such as 

protein cages44, 45 and viruses.46 Another uses cellular vesicles as bio-inspiration for 

the design and synthesis of artificial vesicle nanoreactors from the bottom-up. 

Vesicles can self-assemble from almost any amphiphilic material, by numerous 

routes47-50 and in certain cases assembly is possible from a non-amphiphillic starting 
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material51 allowing for a wide variety of properties to be incorporated. Most 

commonly, vesicles are formed from lipid molecules (liposomes) or specifically 

designed amphiphilic polymers (polymersomes). Such building blocks can also be 

controlled to self-assemble into structures such as micelles or nanotubes. Vesicles are 

suitable nanoreactors for a wide variety of purposes, such as incorporation and 

functionality of membrane proteins, encapsulation of therapeutics for in vivo drug 

delivery and as analytical tools in a range of fields, which have been widely discussed 

in numerous other comprehensive reviews.17, 48, 49, 52  

 

Other reviews have outlined both the properties and potential application of both 

naturally occurring and synthetically engineered nanoreactors.28, 53-55 The concept 

covered in this review is to use biological nanoreactors (cell, protein cages, viruses) or 

seek inspiration from nature to design biomimetic nanoreactors (liposomes, 

polymersomes) which can compartmentalise the biomineralisation of MBNPs that 

result in more precise particle sizes and morphology under milder reaction conditions.  

Such biocompatible vesicle material can then be further functionalised for a wide 

variety of biomedical application.  
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The Review 

Biomineralisation in natural organisms 

Compartmentalised biomineralisation reactions occurs in numerous organisms 

ranging from humans to algae.56 Biomineralisation is the crystallisation or 

precipitation of an inorganic material within or around a cell or organism.57 There are 

two distinct types of biomineralisation, the first is “biologically induced 

mineralisation” in which the precipitation of a mineral is a by-product of a 

biochemical process. In these cases there is often little to no control over the mineral 

formed. The second type is “biologically controlled mineralisation” whereby the 

organism deliberately forms the mineral to fulfil a function (i.e. protective (shell), 

structural (skeleton), attack and defence (claws and teeth)). In this case the minerals 

are intricately designed with respect to requirements such as size, shape, toughness 

etc. Transmembrane metal ion transport proteins or morphological controlling 

proteins are commonly utilised to control crystallisation of the resulting particles with 

superior properties when compared to equivalent synthesised particles.   

 
These mechanisms can be seen in the precipitation of a wide variety of minerals the 

vast expanse of which cannot be discussed thoroughly as part of this review. However 

some key examples include the biomineralisation of calcite, which highlights the 

controlled, complex and often beautiful architectures that can be achieved by nature. 

Such architectures can be seen in multiple species of mollusc and coral which 

biomineralise their hard outer shell; vital for protection. The coccolith is also an 

excellent example of this process; formed in the intracellular vesicles and 

subsequently exorcised, these structures comprise individual biomineralised CaCO3 

plates which then assemble into spheres (Figure 1 i).57-59 Coccoliths have provided a 

model system for the study of biomineralisation mechanisms and are indicative of the 

high levels of complexity that can be achieved if one adopts a bioinspired method. 

This sentiment is reflected in the lesser studied biomineralisation of silicates in diatom 

algae, again extensive and complex architectures are formed by the polymerisation of 

biogenic silica, similarly used as armour for the organism’s survival.60 Understanding 

the mechanism by which these organisms biomineralise can inform new routes to 

biomimetic and bioinspired synthesis of novel and improved materials.61-63 

Biomineralisation can vary in size from nanometres to metres (when one considers 
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biomineralisation of bones in large animals). However, in the context of this review 

compartments for biomineralisation tend to fall in the range of 8 nm up to 2 µm 

diameters, indicating nanoreactors can be utilised for the precipitation of 

monodisperse minerals over a range of sizes.35, 64, 28,65   

 

Crystallisation of magnetite is perhaps one of the most common forms of metal oxide 

biomineralised materials found in nature. examples of this process are wide ranging, 

with biomagnetite being found everywhere from chiton teeth to the NPs within the 

brains of insects, birds and humans.56, 66 Arguably the most intricate and well-studied 

example of magnetite biomineralisation is the formation of the magnetosome in 

Magnetic bacteria (MTB).67 

 

Magnetic Bacteria 

Extensive research has been carried out into the biomineralisation of magnetite MNPs 

within the membrane enclosed vesicles, termed Magnetosomes, within specific strains 

of MTB (Figure 1 ii ).67-73 The reason for magnetosome production is still a heavily 

debated point although many argue it is for magnetotaxis74, 75 it has also been 

suggested it is for magneto-aerotaxis,76 respiration77 or detoxification.78 Since their 

unpublished discovery by Bellini in 196379 and rediscovery by Blakemore in 197567 

multiple research groups have emerged dedicated to understanding the mechanism of 

biomineralisation of magnetosomes. It is widely accepted that the formation process is 

heavil y biologically controlled. The proteins for this process are encoded by an area 

of the genome known as the “Magnetosome Island”.70, 80 

 

Sufficient ferrous concentrations are only reached in MTB due to the 

compartmentalisation of the reaction within vesicles formed by invagination of the 

cytoplasmic membrane to form a liposome.69, 81  A hypothesis confirmed by Stolz,82 

with the discovery that magnetosomes are only present in cases where a sufficiently 

high ferrous ion sources are available.71 Lipidiomic and electron microscopy analyses 

show that the bacterial vesicles contain a suite of proteins specific to the 

magnetosome.69 Further studies such as gene knockout mutagenesis83, 84 genomic 

studies70 and proteomic studies85-87 are trying to understand the role of these proteins. 

Numerous reviews detail what is already known about the formation of the 
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magnetosomes and their potential for application.27, 70, 72, 75, 88, 89 However, briefly the 

mechanism is comprised of a number of steps. Initially the magnetosome nanoreactor 

recruits iron through transmembrane iron-transporter proteins, which also function as 

antiporters, as iron is recruited into the magnetosome core protons are pumped out, 

raising the pH of the internal magnetosome environment. The resulting pH increase 

within a supersaturated iron environment leads to the precipitation of a single 

magnetite nanocrystal within the magnetosome core. The formation of which is 

controlled with respect to size and shape by specific biomineralisation proteins 

(Figure 1 ii). If we can fully understand the formation of the magnetosome from first 

principles; from the formation of the vesicle, to the role of each protein involved and 

how they work in concert to form the resulting MNPs, we can use this knowledge to 

attempt the bottom-up creation of an artificial magnetosome and thus enable superior 

biomimetic biomineralisation within nanoreactors. 

 

Until we can create a fully biomimetic magnetosome, work is ongoing to understand 

the extent to which bacterial magnetosomes can be modified and functionalised.88 

Magnetosomes properties have proven to be superior in several applications when 

compared with synthetic analogues88 and there is  a concerted effort to  functionalise 

magnetosomes for a range of extensive applications,90-94 from targeted therapeutics, to 

DNA extraction, immunoassays and bio-sensing of toxic substances. The extensive 

list of possibilities outlined by Lang et al88 and Matsunaga et al90-94  demonstrates the 

potential of magnetosomes ex vivo in nanomedicine.  

 

Despite their potential the anaerobic and slow growing nature of MTB makes cultures 

difficult to work with and yields are commonly low, making industrial scale-up 

economically impractical.  Bacterial magnetosomes directly for application may not 

prove to be industrially scalable, but it is envisaged that we could harvest their 

potential by biomimetically recreating the system  

 

Biokleptic nanoreactors 

 
Biokleptic is a term that means to use a component directly from nature (as opposed 

to biomimetic, meaning mimicking a natural component). Nature produces a wide 
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range of nano and microscale compartment structures that have the potential to act as 

nanoreactors. The advantage of using a compartment/vesicle as a component directly 

extracted from nature is to utilise the advantages of nature, such as their self-assembly 

properties and capacity to be genetically modified. As such, in this section we will 

concentrate on the simplest self-assembly protein cages as nanoreactors for MBNP 

crystallisation, namely examples of cage-proteins, virus and capsids and finally the 

decoration of such structures with biomineralisation proteins to directly control 

crystallisation. 

 

Ferritin (in vitro) 

Perhaps the most recognizable example of accumulation and biomineralisation in 

most organisms is the iron storage protein Ferritin. The self-assembling cage protein 

ferritin, has been widely studied both in vivo and in vitro. Ferritin is a 24 subunit 

protein, capable of assembling into a protein cage sphere with an internal diameter of 

8 nm. (Figure 1 iii) In vivo this internal space is utilised in recruitment of iron, which 

is then stored in a non-toxic form; most commonly the iron oxide ferrihydrite.61 This 

process is essential in mammalian physiology for the production of heme, but ferritin 

is also found in almost all organisms, and is essential in the regulation of internal iron 

concentrations. There have been multiple studies into the properties and function of 

ferritin and it is poignant to note that the biomineralisation that occurs within ferritin 

is not concerned with the controlled formation of a precise material, but rather the 

composition of the mineral is superfluous as a by-product of iron-storage and as such 

ferrihydride is a disordered iron oxide of limited use. Despite this, ferritin is an ideal 

nanoreactor to investigate for the internal precipitation of various metallic minerals in 

vitro. (Figure 1 iii) Ferritin is a biocompatible extremely organised scaffold that can 

act as an excellent template for mineralisation and is aided by ion channels situated at 

the junctions of each subunit, to enable the transport of metal ions into its core.63 It 

has thus been used to template a range of non-ferrous MBNPs such as Pd biocatalyst 

for size selective hydrogenation of olefins.63 To date ferritin has been utilised in the 

synthesis of; manganese oxide NPs,95 cadmium sulphide QDs,96 both uranyl oxide97 

and cobalt platinum NPs98 and the magnetic mineral magnetite,99 in addition to the 

storage of several multi-nuclear metal nanoclusters.100-103  
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Manipulation of the native ferritin protein structure has also been achieved. For 

example Shin et al has shown how the internal diameter of the ferritin protein cage 

can be altered by control of the internal chemical composition. In a study involving 

the precipitation of Au-Ag alloy NPs within the core of apoferritin it was possible to 

increase and decrease NP diameter by alteration of ratio of Au to Ag.104 The group 

were able to gradually increase the alloy NP diameter by 0.7 nm; from 5.6 to 6.3 nm 

by slow addition of Ag. Mutation of the inner binding sites by the introduction or 

deletion of residues in the proteins core can dictate both the species and coordination 

of crystals biomineralised. This has been demonstrated in the case of Pd complex 

manipulation changing from a dinuclear to trinuclear complex by changing the Pd 

coordinating residue from a histidine to an alanine though mutagenesis.62 

 

Protein Cages and Virus Capsids 

The exploitation of virus protein cages for mineralization of MBNP materials is an 

obvious expansion to the ferritin protein cage nanoreactors. This family of 

components is so extensive that these structures offer a vast range of pre-determined 

compartment sizes and even shapes ideal for successful compartmentalised 

biomineralisation reactions. Each biological template can be utilised in multiple ways 

using either the core of the cage or even the outer shell. Due to the way in which 

many virus protein cages assemble, it is also possible to use the spaces between 

subunits as either size-selective mineralisation interfaces or to assist transport for 

internal mineral precipitation. Protein cages, such as those surrounding viruses are 

often thought to be superior to synthetic inorganic cages as their subunit structure is in 

orders of magnitude that could never be reached synthetically. Furthermore 

functionalities such as ion channels and other transmembrane transport systems are 

integrated intrinsically into the cage, alleviating many of the synthesis issues involved 

in the synthetic incorporation of such functionalities.44 A considered review by 

Uchida et al has outlined the properties of many of these capsids and highlighted their 

potential for biomedical application.39 Here we highlight specific examples which 

have been successfully functionalised for the biomineralisation of MBNPs. 

 

Douglas et al’s work on the virus protein cages: cowpea chlorotic mottle virus 

(CCMV) and cowpea mosaic virus (CMPV) are excellent examples of how the 
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inherent properties of such structures can be capitalized upon. Exploitation of 

CCMV’s intrinsic pH dependent gates and positively charged inner membrane; 

arising from the amino acid subunits which make up the viruses protein cage have 

thus far created a model environment for the nucleation and precipitation of both 

paratungstate and decavanadate, whilst the uncharged exterior of the cage remains 

unaffected ensuring precipitation is localised to the cage’s interior.44,105 The viral 

capsid undergoes reversible swelling above pH 6.5 which increases the capsid size by 

10 % and in turn removes the viruses intrinsic RNA, an effect of the capsids loosely 

coupled structure.44, 106 (Figure 2 i) This process opens up to 60 pores in the virus 

structure promoting diffusion in and out of the capsid core and leaving the cage free 

for NP synthesis, particularly where conditions above physiological pH are required. 

The fact that this process is reversible means that the reaction can be very carefully 

controlled by simply lowering the pH back below 6.5, closing the pores with the 

resulting particles being constrained within the monodisperse capsids. (Figure 2 i) 

Many other groups have also looked into the CCMV’s viability as an in vitro 

nanoreactor due to the viral capsids unique properties, and have yielded reactions 

such as creation of an environment for single enzyme studies by disassembling the 

protein cage (at < pH 5) for the purposes of enzyme incorporation again utilising the 

effects of pH.46 Also explored is the CCMV’s binding capability to Gd3+ for MRI 

application. The cage has proven to be an ideal biotemplate due to the large number of 

possible binding sites available. This increases the payload that can be delivered for 

efficient application.107 CCMV functionality has also been investigated as a potential 

mimic for iron storage protein ferritin, again using the high number of inherent cage 

binding sites for accumulation and oxidative hydrolysis of ferrous ions.108 Similar 

work has also been carried out by the Evans lab on CPMV exploring its potential for 

mineralisation of gold, silica and multiple iron mineral NPs particularly exploring 

their viability for biomedical applications.109-112 Such a switchable process in which a 

nanoreactor self assembles around the reactant, whereby the encapsulation can be pH 

controlled and nucleation can be electrostatically induced would be extremely 

difficult to replicate synthetically. 

 

Protein cage templated biomineralisation is not limited to precipitation within the 

structures core. Biomineralisation on the exterior of CPMV has also been explored by 

modification of surface charge for the precipitation of both cobalt and iron oxide NPs 
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of extremely narrow size distribution.109 Another similar structure widely studied as a 

potential biotemplate is the Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). Its rod-like structure is 

composed of helical RNA and 2130 coat proteins, the exterior of the virus can be 

functionalised for the binding of metal ions making it an ideal template for metal 

biomineralisation. The virus has been used for the pH controlled precipitation of Ag 

NPs and QDs along the internal cavity of the virus.113 The central channel of the virus 

has also been exploited for the biomineralisation of both FePt3 and CoPt nanowires.114 

Like CCMV, the templating capability of TMV has been shown to be ideal in 

countless studies in which a narrow worm-like or a nano-tube of specific diameter 

architecture is required. Górzny et al have shown that is possible to use the virus 

structure as a template for the synthesis of Pt NPs, this increases the surface area and 

overall stability of the Pt nanostructures when compared to more conventional 

particles.115, 116 (Figure 2 ii) Pejoux et al have  taken a similar approach to 

biotemplating of Ag2S mineralisation on the outer shell of an enzyme protein cage.117 

The group exploited the properties of the shell by tuning the catalytic activity to 

induce crystallisation, tailoring enzymatic activity to both initiate and inhibit S2- 

production as the reaction requires for semiconductor growth in the presence of the 

optimum concentration. This approach has been applied to other systems suggesting it 

can be utilised in the synthesis of numerous other semiconductors117 in which 

consistently sized semiconductor NPs are required with a hollow core available for 

further functionality.  

 

Protein additives 
 
Already biomineralisation proteins from various organelles have been explored as 

additives in in vitro NP chemical biomineralisation reactions to improve the MBNP 

formation. From MTB, the magnetosome membrane specific (Mms) protein Mms6 is 

one of the first and best studied proteins from such a system to be utilised in this 

way.118 Mms6 is a membrane protein with a single transmembrane region containing 

acidic iron binding sites on the C-terminus. This is thought to be located on the 

magnetosome interior and to act as a nucleation site for particle formation. When this 

protein is added to an in vitro room temperature co-precipitation of magnetite there is 

a marked difference in the resulting particles formed.37, 38, 119  More recently, other 

MTB proteins have also being investigated such as the effects of the MTB protein 
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MmsF on magnetite MNP morphology. MmsF is believed to be a master regulator 

protein in the formation of the magnetosomal NP.83 The addition of purified MmsF 

had a dramatic effect on particle morphology when added to a similar ambient 

temperature magnetite co-precipitation reaction producing monodisperse NPs with 

consistent morphology when compared to a control sample containing either no 

protein or MmsF homologue proteins.  

 

The diatom controls the biomineralisation of silica in a similar way using 

biomineralisation proteins and peptides. Again these can be added to an in vitro 

precipitation to improve silica formation. The isolation of a polycationic peptide 

called a silaffin has been shown to exert control over the precipitation of silica 

nanosphere networks. A lysine-lysine section within the peptide structure has proven 

to be responsible for the formation of the network.120 These effects are also observed 

with the polyanionic proteins extracted from mollusc abalone shell whose in vivo 

function is crystal phase switching from aragonite to calcite during the formation of  

nucleating protein sheets. Purification and in vitro use of these proteins can initiate the 

same changes in crystal phase observed within the proteins natural environment.121  

 

Many more studies of this kind are ongoing, and some work is now focusing on the 

use of ferritin as a template for the study of these and other proteins, such as Mms6.122 

Whilst this is by no means an exhaustive list of bioadditives, it demonstrates the 

versatility that can be achieved when we “borrow” biomineralisation protein from 

nature to use as additives in chemical reactions. The next step is to combine these 

additives into MBNP precipitation nanoreactors to simulate the proteins natural 

functional environment, which is already underway, with ferritin for example.  

Research of this type is invaluable in both confirming the natural function of these 

proteins; which can often be hard to identify within a biological system and to 

improve and simplify nanoreactor synthetic methods of mimicking biomineralisation.  

 

Biomimetic Systems 

Natural biomineralisation and biokleptic templates of protein cages such as viral 

capsids have their limitations; constrained by only utilising the components that 

nature has to offer. Such nanoreactors may not be robust enough to reaction 
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conditions outside ambient condition parameters. Taking a bottom-up approach i.e. 

using synthetic vesicles, means that should any new specification arise outside the 

biological parameters, it could be accommodated by the synthetic host, in which 

chemical and physical adaptions are possible. For example, if a larger compartment 

for mineralisation is required this can easily be optimised in vesicles with techniques 

such as extrusion.123 This flexibility is much less achievable with biological 

components such as protein cages whose evolution has been optimised by nature for 

their specific natural role and not the new role imposed upon them. Thus a change 

such as altering the nanoreactor size is unlikely to be as easily engineered.  

 

Other issues encountered when using naturally occurring biotemplates are those of 

solubility and an intolerance to the conditions required for synthetic routes to 

precipitation, such as high temperatures and wide ranging pH changes, for example 

those used in the partial oxidation of magnetite.23, 35 It is in situations such as these 

that research must turn to synthetic alternatives for compartmentalisation reactions 

and design of biomimetic nanoreactors. The benefit of creating a nanoreactor from a 

synthetic analogue is the ability to engineer into a scaffold the properties required for 

a specific mineralisation reaction124, 125 which is not possible in biological systems. A 

key problem with crystallisation of many types of MBNPs is the harsh chemical 

conditions required for their uniformed synthesis. Compartmentalising within a 

nanoreactor massively reduces the requirement for such conditions or in some cases 

completely eradicates the need for organic solvents and harmful chemicals. This is 

particularly evident in the work by both Genc et al126 and Pejoux et al117 where in both 

cases compartmentalisation was utilised for the precipitation of gold and sulphide NPs 

respectively. In both examples organic solvents and harsh conditions are normally 

required, but by carrying out the reaction in the confines of a nanoreactor such as a 

lipid environment126 or an enzyme nanoreactor117 allows for the compartmentalisation 

to enable a move toward greener chemistry synthetic routes.   

 

Liposomes 

A nanoreactor can be created by the encapsulation of one reagent within the confines 

of a vesicle which will facilitate the completion of a reaction.28 Lipid vesicles; or 

liposomes are perhaps the obvious choice for a nanoreactor, due to their extensive 
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utilisation in nature, and as such they have been subjected to extensive amount of 

research and characterisation as well as their applicability to wide range of 

applications.17, 48-50 Their encapsulation abilities have been widely explored and are 

wide ranging such as in the study by Tan et al, who demonstrates the encapsulation of 

moieties ranging from whole cells to single proteins via just one preparation 

method.127 Other studies by Monnard128 and  Tester129 previously outlined the 

properties of a liposome required for it to function as a nanoreactor. There are several 

classifications of liposome dependent on their composition and eventual application 

which include multivesicular and multilamellar structures or simply unilamellar 

vesicles all of which can range in size from 10’s of nanometers (small unilamellar 

vesicles) up to the micron range generally classified as giant unilamellar vesicles.50 

There are also multiple different structures and architectures possible via various 

liposome preparation methods with vesicles ranging from nm to 10’s of µm’s in size, 

able to form more complex mulitlamellar and multivesicular structures as well as 

nano-tubes, which have previously been utilised in studies to mimic exocytosis.49 

There are a number of routes to form liposomes including but not limited to; 

sonication, electroformation extrusion, inkjetting and microfluidics.48, 50, 130 These 

different preparation methods allow for multiple modes of encapsulation and in some 

case encapsulation of multiple reagents. More complicated preparation methods can 

allow for the independent design of the inner and outer leaflet of a liposomal 

nanoreactor such as the inverted emulsion method developed by Pautot et al.131, 132 

Inverted emulsion allows for production of a vesicles capable of withstanding two 

contrasting external and internal environments widening the scope of reaction type 

that liposomal nanoreactors can be subjected to, particularly in cases of immiscible 

solutions.131, 132  

 

Membrane transport across the liposome bilayer can be initiated by careful control of 

both the inner and outer pHs. Osmotic effects can be used to aid transmembrane 

diffusion, by increase or decrease of the outer vesicular pH it is possible to force 

diffusion across the membrane.133 Ongoing studies are working toward better 

quantifying the effect of pH on membrane transport.134, 135 It has also been 

demonstrated that pH changes can result in full structural changes.136 The presence of 

a lipid bilayer (wall to the nanoreactors) can often aid compartmentalised reactions, 

by adsorption of ions on to the membrane surface which then facilitates the 
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consequent nucleation. This nucleation and subsequent crystal growth process is 

limited to the size of the internal vesicle diameter, ensuring the production of NPs of 

monodisperse size; this effect is observed in the growth of CdS, ZnCdS and HgCdS 

nanocrystal QDs within the core of liposome.137, 138 The authors were successful in 

controlling synthesis to 1 particle per vesicle using membrane mediated crystal 

growth137 a ratio which could not have been achieved with post synthesis 

incorporation into vesicles, for biomedical application to lessen QD toxicity issues.  

 

Liposomes offer the perfect vehicle for a biomimetic approach to synthetic 

biomineralisation. An excellent example is that of biomimicing the biomineralisation 

of a magnetosome within MTB.42 Vesicles are an ideal environment to create this 

supersaturated environment, evident in the work of Mann and Hannington42, 139 and 

their work toward the creation of a biomimetic magnetosome. Comapartmentalisation 

of a reaction forces a supersaturated environment and the consequent nucleation 

processes involved in crystallisation of the magnetite MNPs. This approach has also 

been applied to the biomimetic biomineralisation of calcite, aragonite, hydroxyapatite 

and silica140 demonstrating flexibility and diversity with regards to the reactions 

which can be incorporated into a single biomimetic system. Ongoing research has 

expanded this field further such as, the design of the “magnetonion”  a multilamellar 

vesicle, resembling an onion-like structure in which MNPs sit within the layers of the 

“onion” by Faure et al141 and Sangregorio et al142 both of these systems build on 

Mann and Hannington’s biomimetic system, but none have thus far achieved a 

comprehensive mimetic of a magnetosome functional for bioapplication. Much of the 

work in our own lab builds on Mann’s initial biomimetic research,143 with ours 

focusing on trying to further understand the formation and biomineralisation 

processes observed in the magnetosome. To this effect, in our lab we are currently 

developing an artificial magnetosome nanoreactor. 

Other groups such as Chakrabarti et al, have also explored taking a biomimetic 

approach to the creation of a nanoreactor, by the addition of a divalent specific ion 

channel. The study has shown how biological components can be incorporated into 

synthetic vesicles to mimic the ion transport processes observed in nature. This was 

proven by the loading both Fe2+ and Ba2+ into preformed liposomes via liposomal 

incorporation of Ca2+ ionophore A23187.144 Studies such as this and others134 are 
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critical to the development of synthetic biology and the creation of novel biomimetic 

biomineralisation nanoreactors. 

 

Polymersomes  

One major advantage of using synthetic amphiphiles such as block copolymers is the 

wide range of architectures achievable by optimisation of both the polymer 

hydrophobicity and monomer block lengths145 (Figure 3 i). The architectures achieved 

by block copolymers can affect both the application they are suitable for and their 

effectiveness in those applications. These architectures and their effectiveness in 

compartmentalisation of NPs are outlined in the review by Mai and Eisenberg43 as 

well as their potential biocompatibility.146 Polymersome synthesis can occur via 

numerous methods such as, film rehydration, electroformation,47, 147 RAFT 

synthesis,145, 148 ring opening polymerisation,149, 150 layer by layer polyelectrolyte 

formation utilising charge and more complex methods such as shell cross-linked 

NPs,151 Polymer self-assembly improves efficiency in living radical polymerisation 

reactions narrowing the polydispersity and increasing end functionality.152 For these 

reasons block copolymers are emerging as novel materials for the creation of 

nanoreactors, particularly in the field of drug delivery.148, 153, 154 The diversity 

observed in the formation methods of polymersomes is reflected in the almost endless 

combination of properties that can be incorporated into a polymersome by careful 

selection and design of the building-block polymer materials. For example, the 

structures achievable  with the polymer poly(glycerol monomethacrylate)- poly (2-

hydroxypropyl methacrylate), (PGMA-PHMPA) demonstrated by Blanzas et al145 are 

evidential of the ease with which the a polymeric nanoreactor can be tailored to suit a 

desired application. This study demonstrated by simple extension of polymer block 

length we can easily move from worm-like structures, through more complex 

intermediates termed “octopi” and “jellyfish” resulting in vesicles at the longest 

hydrophobic block length.  (Figure 3i).145, 148, 155  Each of the structures bring their 

own properties to a nanoreactor, for example the decision to form a worm-like or tube 

nanoreactor it is possible to extend in vivo lifetime of a nanoreactor when compared to 

a more vesicle-like structure.  
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Polymersomes as nanoreactors is a relatively new field, with increasing success. 

Meier et al have successfully incorporated biological components into polymer 

membranes,156 this work has been further advanced by numerous other groups by 

incorporation of both protein channels and enzymes.157 Much of this work is outlined 

in the review by Meier et al158 which demonstrates a framework of polymersome 

nanoreactors for the study of ion transporters, membrane proteins and as 

biomineralisation scaffolds. Therefore suggesting that block copolymers vesicles are 

now competing with liposomes in their use as vehicles for both the study of biological 

moieties and as successful nanoreactors.  

Artificial self-assembly scaffold proteins as nanoreactors 
 

There is also ongoing work in many groups into the design of new biotemplates, again 

built from individual biological components; both naturally occurring and synthetic. 

For example the Woolfson lab has developed a self-assembled peptide cage or 

“SAGE”, which are cleverly designed synthetic coiled-coil peptide assemblies’ 

utilising hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. These peptides essentially act as 

building blocks for a fully synthetic peptide cage159 (Figure 3 ii). Similar approaches 

to biotemplate design have also been taken by Gradišar et al160 again exploiting a 

coiled-coil assembly,  while Lai et al161 utilise protein-protein interactions to force 

their assembly into a novel protein cage. The work in our own laboratory has also 

recently uncovered a protein-protein assembly; with the discovery that purified MTB 

protein MmsF self-assembles in aqueous solution to form a vesicle-like structure 

composed entirely of  protein; a “proteinosome”36 (Figure 3 iii). The development of 

these types of structures and others are opening up new avenues in the complete 

bottom-up design of novel nanoreactors, biotemplates and compartments offering a 

future of tailored opportunities for biomimetic mineralisation of a range of MBNPs 

 

Conclusions and future outlook 

The use of a nanoreactor to biomineralise MBNPs has advanced many areas of 

research and the development of future applications. Studies of biological components 

in vitro have already advanced understanding of biomineralisation processes in 

nature.36, 37, 119  
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There is continuing exploration of biology’s effectiveness in internal 

compartmentalisation of chemical reactions, and how this can result in perfectly 

biomineralised MBNPs. This knowledge is invaluable in understanding the multiple 

physiological processes and the function of numerous biological components involved 

in both the transport and morphological control observed for biomineralisation in 

natural nanoreactors, which serves to aid fundamental understanding of the processes 

and advance the development of novel nanomaterials. 

 

Advancement in this field has found that synthesis of MBNPs within a nanoreactor 

mimicking biomineralisation offers a range of superior properties and functionality.  

The benefits for nanomedicinal materials are extensive, with the scope of applicability 

of MBNPs ever widening. Such benefits include: a higher degree of precision and 

reproducibility with respect to size and morphology across the entire population of 

particles; the fact this can be “switched” by stimuli such as pH change; the intrinsic 

inclusion of a biocompatible coating, which can be readily biofunctionalised for 

further application. MBNPs can also often prove toxic in vivo. Compartmentalisation 

of such reactions removes the need for post formation processing and coating to 

remove toxicity. Additionally, this superior control over MBNP formation is achieved 

under ambient environmentally-friendly reaction conditions. Research now allows us 

to very finely tune both the structure and properties of a nanoreactor. From the 

mutation of single amino acids to change the outcome of mineralisation reaction, to 

completely altering the architecture and size of a nanoreactor like in the case of 

PGMA-PHMPA polymersomes. It can be seen that the further we move towards fully 

synthetic nanoreactors, the levels of complexity observe in naturally occurring 

nanoreactors are removed, and we able to then fully tailor the properties to our 

requirements.  

 

Escosura et al35 writes that whilst the creation of a fully functional biomimetic 

nanocontainer may be just out of reach of today’s research, nobody can doubt that 

great understanding and numerous beneficial bioinspired nanoreactors with 

applications in multiple fields have been and will be discovered along the way. With 

this sentiment in mind the pathway to the future biomimetic production of 

monodisperse MBNP has shed real light on the nano and microscale encapsulated 

biomineralisation process.  Although the fully functional biomimetic nanocontainer is 
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out of reach of today’s research, tomorrow is getting ever closer and we believe we 

are on the verge of this goal. In order to achieve this for nanoreactor synthesis of 

MBNP there is vast opportunities in exploiting a combination of biological materials 

and designed artificial self-assembly materials to design and engineer nanoreactors of 

ideal specification (robust to chemical environment, biocompatible, mono-dispersed, 

switchable etc) and incorporate other functionality such as further biomedical 

therapeutics on exterior and biomineralisation controlling species on the interior. 

Ultimately, the design and mixing of biology and biomimicry has led to nanoreactors 

that are perfectly poised to move from the bench to the bedside.  
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Figures and captions 

 
 
Figure 1: Natural biomineralisation organisms – Clockwise from left: (i) 
Architectures observed in nature as the result of calcium carbonate biomineralisation 
in cooccoliths. (Adapted with permission from Young et al59); (ii) Formation and 
biomineralisation of the magnetosome in magnetic bacteria. (A) example of 
Magnetospirillum Magnetotacticum MS-1. (B) Schematic of formation of the 
magnetosome vesicle, recruitment of iron and morphological control exerted by 
bacterial proteins in (Reproduced with permission from Arakaki et al72). (C) The 
various particle morphologies observed in different species of magnetic bacteria 
(Reproduced with permission from Schuler, FEMS Microbiology rev. 2008). (iii) 
Structure of iron storage protein Ferritin and possible biomineralisation pathways of 
ferritin and apoferritin as suggested by Mann et al. (Reproduced with permission from 
Ueno et al67 and Mann et al97). 
 

 
Figure 2: Using biological templates for biomineralisation - Left: (i) Manipulation 
of cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) using pH conditions to aid mineralisation 
reactions. (Reproduced with permission from Uchida et al39); Right: (ii) Cryo-electron 
micrograph and reconstruction of tobacco mosaic virus, and its use as template for the 
mineralisation of Pt nanoparticles. Scale bars 20 nm (Reproduced with permission 
from Uchida et al39  and Górzny et al116). 
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Figure 3 – Biomimetic mineralisation systems – Top: (i) Schematic and Electron 
microscopy interpretation of architectures achievable during polymersome synthesis 
demonstrating the potential for control of the formation of a polymeric nanoreactor; 
(Reprinted with permission from A. Blanazs, et al, JACS, 2011 Copyright (2011) 
American Chemical Society). Bottom Left: (ii) Schematic of peptide SAGE cage 
synthesis which takes a bottom-up approach to nanoreactor design (Reproduced with 
permission from Fletcher et al159); Bottom Right: (iii) A) Transmission electron 
micrograph of self-assembled MmsF proteinosomes. B) Schematic of potential 
proteinosome biomineralisation pathways (Adapted with permission from Rawlings et 
al36). 
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